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Outline
• ATLAS and CMS detector overview
• Detector integration
• Strategy to new physics
• Before collisions
– Test beams
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ATLAS and CMS …
ATLAS
lepton ID or tracking
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Detector Integration …
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Strategy to new physics discovery …
• Before data taking:
– Quality controls of detector construction to meet physics requirements
– Test beam: several years of activities culminating in the combined test
beam of 2004/2007 to understand and calibrate sub-detectors, and to
validate/tune software tools, e.g., Geant4 simulation
– Full simulations of realistic “as-built” and “as-installed” detector
(misalignments, material non-uniformity, dead channels): test and
validate calibration and alignment strategies
– Some aspects of commissioning with cosmics are being addressed now
or have already been addressed:
• Pre-alignment and calibration
• Initial detector shake-down
• Data processing at the Tier 0 (CERN), distributed to Tier 1’s and some Tier
2’s. Analysis at the Tier 2’s.
• With first data
– Commission and calibrate detector and trigger in situ with minimum
bias, Zll, etc
– Rediscover SM at s = 14 TeV (minimum bias, W, Z, tt, QCD jets, etc)
– Validate and tune tools (MC generators)
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Before Collisions (ATLAS as an example)…
• Test beam measurements to
understand detector components and
tune simulation
• Dress rehearsals to test data
acquisition, data streaming and
distribution
• Calibration and alignment
procedures on “as installed”
simulation samples
• B-field mapping with survey data
from magnetic probes
• Calibration of electronic channels,
mapping of dead/noisy channels with
external charge/source injections
• Cosmics run: initial detector
alignment (barrel)
• Beam halo events for initial detector
alignment (end-cap)
One barrel module
CMS took test beam data up to 2007.
Also, CMS had a very strong cosmic
challenge in 2006
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% of non-working channelsNumber of ChannelsSub-detector
Present fraction of working ATLAS:
Based on measurements
during sub-detector 
integration on surface or
in the cavern
Trigger menus for initial luminosity of
1031 cm-2s-1 are being prepared: 200 Hz 
storage rate (ATLAS) out of 40x106 Hz 
interaction rate. Can afford low thresholds
w/o pre-scaling, simple selections, redundant
items, calibration triggers, HLT in pass-through
mode, etc: See the talk by Leonidopoulos for details
August 2007 cosmics run: muon tracks
reconstructed by Trigger




Expected data samples with only 100 pb-1
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Precision on luminosity measurements …
• Initially from machine parameters
– Precision ~10-15%
• Medium term from physics
processes:W/Z & μμ/ee
– Precision ~5-10%
• 2009 from Roman Pot detectors
– Precision ~2-3%
CMS/TOTEM and ATLAS forward detectors forward physics, heavy ion, … and 
luminosity measurements
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J/(Y)μμ and Zμμ ...
Expected precision on  (Z μμ): < 2% experimental, ~10% luminosity
1 pb-1 = 3.85 days at 1031 with 30% efficiency
~16000
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EM Calorimeter uniformity…




105 Zee would be enough
to achieve a uniform response
at the level of ~0.7%
(from full detector simulation)
ATLAS
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• Inelastic hadron-hadron events
selected with an experiment’s
“minimum bias trigger”.
• Usually associated with inelastic non-
single-diffractive events (NSD)       (e.g.
UA5, E735, CDF … ATLAS/CMS?)
Minimum bias events
• Need minimum bias data to:
 Study general characteristics of proton-
proton interactions
 Investigate multi-parton interactions
and the structure of the proton etc.
 Understand the underlying event:
impact on physics analyses?
p p^σA
• In parton-parton scattering, the UE is usually
defined to be everything except the two
outgoing hard scattered jets:
 Beam-beam remnants.
 Additional parton-parton interactions.
 ISR + FSR
• Can we use “minimum bias” data to
model the “underlying event”?
 At least for the beam-beam remnant and
multiple interactions?
The underlying event (UE)
• The “soft part” associated with hard scatters
Minimum bias/Underlying Event …
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Minimum bias/Underlying Event …
Charged Particle multiplicity
Extrapolation to the LHC
UE tuning
Take special run with low B field to reach pT
~ 200 MeV.
Minimum bias tuning on data
• Measurements from different
LHC experiments should be
complementary:
 LHC-b tracks charged particles to
higher rapidities than ATLAS or
CMS
 ALICE tracks charged particles
down to lower momenta than
ATLAS or CMS
Predictions similar: 
difference used to be a factor 2
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Inclusive jet cross-section …
Theoretical errors:
  - μR/μF ~10% at 1 TeV
Addition theoretical errors from PDF uncertainties ~15% at 1 TeV
ATLAS
Jet spectrum at high pT sensitive to new physics
Can fake/mask signal if not well understood …
Inclusive jet cross-section
Several orders of magnitudes
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Constraining PDF with early data …
• The goal is experimental uncertainty < 5%:
– Possibility to discriminate between PDFs
Using Wl angular distribution
W production at LHC over |y|<2.5
implies 10-4 <x1,2<0.1: region 
dominated by gqq
Herwig+NLO Herwig+NLO
After detector simulation and cuts
A particle of mass M, at
a rapidity y, produced by
a pair of partons (1,2) carrying
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Constraining PDF with early data …
• What will be the effect of including LHC data in global PDF Fits?
– How much can we reduce the error?
• Take 106 We events generated with CTEQ6.1 PDF and ATLFAST detector
simulation to probe the low-x gluon PDF at Q2=mW
2: W+e+ rapidity spectrum
sensitive to gluon shape parameter 
– The statistics corresponds to 150 pb-1
– Introduce 4% systematic errors by hand
• This “data” included in the global fit
The central value of the ZEUS-PDF prediction shifts and uncertainty is reduced;
Error on low-x gluon shape parameter  [xg(x) ~ x-] reduced by 35%
The systematics on electron acceptance versus , will be controlled to a 
few percent using Zee ( ~3 104 events at 100 pb-1)
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top at the LHC …
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Commissioning with top-events…
• A top signal can be observed quickly even with limited detector performance and
simply analysis
• The easiest channel will be lepton+jets, with W+jets, tt combinatorics, QCD as the
main backgrounds
• Assume b-tagging will not be available yet
– Challenge: extract tt events without b-tagging
• In addition, excellent sample for: light jet calibration, b-jet efficiency
determination, general detector performance
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Commissioning with top-events …
• The technique seems to work:
But Missing ET will be problematic at the start. 
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Jet Energy Scale / b-tagging Efficiency…




requirement) and look at mjj for all
the 3jet combinations in mt mass
window
– Still to be translated into jet energy
scale correction faction
• Calibration of b-tagging efficiency
– Select 3jets from the hadronic top
– Perform a fit using resolution, mt,
and mW as constraints
– Measure the b-tag efficiency for the
4th jets a function of ET and eta
Clear W peak!
Then eventually from data (/Z+jets, Wjj in 
tt events) + simulation 1%
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• Several methods for early top mass measurement - for example, kinematic fit to reconstruct
hadronic top in lepton+jet sample
top mass measurement …
Statistical errors @10fb-1:  0.05-0.2 GeV
Systematics uncertainties: 0.9-1.6 GeV
Even without b-tagging, simple analysis, expect 
to measure mt to within 10 GeV with 100 pb
-1
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The systematics will be important
Should be able to measure cross 
section with 100 pb-1 to ~20%
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Light Higgs Boson …
H  , qqH  qq
ttH lbbX
 H  WW ll,HZZ*4l,
qqH qqWW qqll
WH lbb
ZH  bb, llbb
H WW  ll
mH ~115 GeV
mH ~ 160 GeV
LHC Main Search ChannelsTevatron Main Search Channels
Large backgrounds at the LHC Cross-sections too small at the Tevatron
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Light Higgs Boson …
2xCDF 2010
2009
J. Konigsberg, R. Roser & D. Glenzinski, Sept 2007
Tevatron will run until 2009
Extension to 2010?
Exclude a large region 
(below 190 GeV)
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Light Higgs Boson …
Need ~ fb-1 of well-understood data per experiment
Most difficult region: combine
many channels with small S/B
 1 fb-1: 95% CL exclusion
 5 fb-1: 5 discovery
2010 for definitive word
on Higgs?
mH > 140 GeV, easier discovery with HZZ*4l
HWWll dominates at 160 but no mass peak 
(counting experiment)
10 fb-1
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SUSY as excess number of events in tails…
100 pb-1
Deviation from the SM could be seen quickly:
but need time to demonstrate that it is SUSY
~1.1(1.5) TeV
~1.7 (2.2) TeV







With only 100 pb-1,
deviation from the SM up to ~ 1 TeV.
But understanding backgrounds
would require 1 fb-1
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Understanding the tail …
tt is the dominant background to several new
physics (SUSY, etc)
– One should not rely on un-tuned MC to
estimate this background
– Best is to estimate this background from
data: work on constraining backgrounds
from data is new - what is possible
depends on SUSY parameters
– Take METsig as best discriminant: look
for another discriminant X uncorrelated to
METsig; one choice is HT2
Allows a prediction of the 
background in large-HT2, 
large-MET signal box
Most physics backgrounds can be
constrained to 10-20% in the region
of ET
miss> 300GeV with 1 fb-1
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Narrow Resonancell at ~ 1TeV…





~   30




Luminosity needed for discovery
(corresponds 10 observed events)




Discovery likely in the e+e- channel but μ+μ- channel needed for couplings, asymmetry, etc
• With 100 pb-1, signal large enough for discovery up to m>1 TeV
• Signal is a narrow resonance on top of a small Drell-Yan background
• Ultimate calorimeter performance not needed 
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Di-jet Resonances …
• Physics interest is in the high mass tail:
– Sensitivity to excited quarks, W’, Z’, etc.
– Limits from CDF and D0 are in the range < 0.78 TeV
– With few pb-1 at 14 TeV we can extend the range
– Crucial experimental parameter is the energy resolution
in measuring jet energy (They are narrow resonances)
Convincing signal for a 2 TeV excited quark with 100 pb-1
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Conclusions
• With first data, up to 100 pb-1 (2008)
– Detector and Trigger commissioning and calibration in situ
– Simulation/reconstruction software tuning
– “Re-discover” the SM: W, Z, top, jets
– Help constrain PDF uncertainties
– Could discovery some new physics
• ~ TeV scale resonance Xll
• Narrow resonance in di-jet mass tail
• Hint for SUSY
• Hint for a light neutral scalar
• With more data (  1 fb-1: 2009 - )
– Discover  a TeV scale SUSY
– Discover at least one Higgs boson
– Understand deviation, excess as signal for new physics
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BACKUP
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Conclusions (I) …
• There have bean test-beam experiments for several years
– Understand the performance of sub-detector components
– Validate software tools for simulation, reconstruction
• Detector installation/integration in the underground caverns almost
finished
• Computing infrastructure being tested for taking/distributing data
• Commissioning using cosmic rays, with almost complete detectors in the
caverns, currently in progress
• Detector performance and discovery prospects reviewed with “as-built”
and “as-installed” detectors
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LHC is truly a top-factory
At low luminosity,
LHC will produce ~2 tt/sec,
~8M/year, compared to a
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top-quark decays
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Performance Overview
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Expected detector performance on day 1…
• Performance to improve with the following data
– Zee
– QCD jets
– Z+jet, Wjj in tt
– Isolated muons in Zμμ
– Zμμ
ATLAS
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Single top …
• Discovery at the Tevatron before LHC
turn-on
• Direct measurement of |Vtb|, and
window on new physics
• All channels have large backgrounds
and “issues” with background
modeling: tt, W+jets, QCD
• Same general approach in each
channel
– Loose initial selections
– Multivariate discriminants
     (for s-channel and Wt-channel)
1 fb-1
Efficiency = 1%, S/B = 0.47 
(after tighter selection)
1 fb-1
S/B=0.18 (MV sel.)
